
  

 

 Recently, when I was wiping the frame of the portrait of mother foundress during our 
weekly spring cleaning, I asked our catholic resident if she knew who the lady in the frame was. “Of 
course I know”, she answered me confidently, “She is Mother Mary!” The only other Catholic 
resident looked horrified. “No, not Mother Mary,” she corrected her, “obviously, she is Mother 
Theresa!” 

 

 I took the opportunity to share with them about Mother Foundress. One looked at the 
portrait in awe while the other exclaimed, “you mean this shelter was not founded only recently in 
Singapore but built upon such a rich history and culture? Wow, I did not know that we are in so 
many countries”. I winked at them in agreement and all three of us laughed. Interestingly, we later 
found out that the birthday of these two residents fall exactly just one and two days before 
Foundress Day. They had such new found affinity with this remarkable saint. 

 

 Good Shepherd Centre (GSC) started our Foundress Day Programme by challenging our 
residents to pronounce “St Mary Euphrasia”. We had the most fascinating array of pronunciation 
ranging from “U-fray-nia” to “U-fa-sia”. After a good laugh and several practices on the right 
pronunciation, our children watched a cartoon video of her life story while our women watched the 
adult version.  

 

 Our women were able to identify with various aspects of mother foundress’ life, such as her 
carefree childhood and receiving good values from her parents. Most of all, they could relate to the 
pain and loneliness of Mother Foundress when she had to live far away from her home and from her 
family whom she loved deeply. 

  

As staff, we wanted to share the mission of healing and reconciliation with the residents. But 
what kind of programme on healing and reconciliation can we facilitate when their pain is so 
profound, so intense and so complex? We thought of starting from where we are, at GSC. We hope 
to give the residents an experience of reconciliation by asking them for forgiveness for the times 
where we had not done our best as staff- for the times where we could have been more patient, 
more kind, more understanding towards them, the way mother foundress had taught us. We 
expressed our intention through the ritual of the washing of their feet.  
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Thereafter, they shared their experiences of having their feet washed. They felt unworthy 
and was extremely humbled. One resident, who would soon be discharged, shared that she will 
always remember the kindness of the staff. Another shared that she learned a lot about forgiveness 
living in this big family. Sometimes they did quarrel among themselves but at the end of the day, 
they will forgive each other and not bear grudges in their hearts. It was so heartening to hear her 
describe her stay at GSC as “living as one big family”.  

Meanwhile, the children also watched the video of mother foundress and was most 
intrigued by her childhood. They could relate to her playfulness and asked many inquisitive 
questions about her family. When asked what they had learned about St Mary Euphrasia, they 
shouted, “play and pray!” The children also started to imagine other aspects of her childhood that 
were not portrayed in the video. “Did she ask for forgiveness when she prayed at night for playing 
the prank on that man’s wig?”, “Maybe she said sorry to her mother for the times when she had not 
been a good girl”. Hence staff was able to facilitate the theme of forgiveness. The children were 
asked about the times when they, too, had upset their mothers. Some admitted immediately while 
others needed some probing. All were keen to ask for forgiveness from their mothers. The ritual of 
washing the feet of their mothers while saying sorry for the times when they had made them angry 
was introduced. The children took to the idea enthusiastically. 

 

 

   

   



After the residents had their feet washed by the staff, the children met their mothers to 
wash their feet while asking for forgiveness. They then exchanged big hugs with their mothers. The 
mothers were visibly touched. One mother hoped that her children would always remember to 
show such filial piety towards her while another expressed that this was the first time she had felt so 

moved by her son. All our children, even our two years old toddler, participated in the ritual. 

Subsequently, all residents and staff were given a candle each to remember other women 
and children in all the Good Shepherd houses around the world and to pray for their healing and 
reconciliation. In solidarity, we sang “Heal the World” by Michael Jackson with great gusto while 
waving candles. We ended the night with a toast and a cheer to St Mary Euphrasia over sweet 
dessert drinks. This time, everyone pronounced her name accurately.  
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